INTRODUCTION
Many natural, industrial as well as biological fluids such as mud, condensed milk, glues, lubricating greases, multi grade oils, gypsum pastes, emulsions, paints, sugar solution, shampoos and tomato paste, ceramics, polymers, liquid detergents, blood, fruit juices etc. change their viscosity or flow behaviour under stress and thus deviate from the classical Newton's law of viscosity. Different models of nonNewtonian fluids based on their diverse flow behaviours have been proposed by the researchers.
The rheological model was introduced originally by Casson [1] in his research on a flow equation for pigment oil-suspensions of printing ink. Bird et al. [2] investigated the rheology and flow of visco-plastic materials and reported that Casson model constitutes a plastic fluid model which exhibits shear thinning characteristics, yield stress, and high shear viscosity. Casson fluid behaves as solid when the shear stress is less than the yield stress and it starts to deform when shear stress becomes greater than the yield stress.
The fundamental analysis of the flow field of nonNewtonian fluids in a boundary layer adjacent to a stretching sheet or an extended surface is very important and is an essential part in the study of fluid dynamics and heat and mass transfer. Sakiadis, B.C. [3] studied boundary layer behaviour on continuous solid surfaces: II. The boundary layer on continuous flat surface. Crane L.J. [4] studied the Flow past a stretching plane. Nield, D.A.et al. [5] studied Convection in porous media.
Mukhopadhyay, S [6] investigated Casson fluid flow and heat transfer over a nonlinearly stretching surface. Mustafa, M. et al. [7] studied Model for flow of Casson nanofluid past a non-linearly stretching sheet considering magnetic field effects. Medikare, M., et al. [8] Pramanik, S. [9] studied Casson fluid flow and heat transfer past an exponentially porous stretching surface in presence of thermal radiation. Raju, C.S.K. et al. [10] studied Heat and mass transfer in magnetohydrodynamic Casson fluid over an exponentially permeable stretching surface. Saidulu, N. et al. [11] We consider (1) non Darcy porous medium, (2)thermo -diffusion(Dufour term) term in energy equation, (3)including mass equations,(4)diffusionthermo term(Soret term) in the mass equation and (5)velocity slip factor, thermal slip factor, and mass slip factor in boundary conditions of velocity, temperature, and concentration respectively . In the above work these terms, simultaneously in one problem, are not investigated with the flow over nonlinear surface.
The present work is the extension of Ullah, I., Sharidan et al. [17] 
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
In the formulation of the problem we consider following assumptions. Casson fluid is incompressible and electrically conducting. Flow is steady, laminar and two dimensional over a nonlinearly stretching sheet. Under these assumptions the rheological equation for incompressible flow of Casson fluid is given by (Sharada et al. [12] , Mukhopadhyay,S. ,et al. [13] 
The equation of momentum: We consider following dimensionless variable to transform the system of Equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) into a dimensionless form:  is stream function.
) 0 (  c c is a parameter related to the surface stretching speed, n is the power index related to the surface stretching speed.
Introducing these variables in the equations we get the following dimensionless forms of the equations:
With parameters: And corresponding boundary conditions as follows: 
III. METHOD OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The numerical solutions are obtained using the equations (7)- (9) and boundary conditions (11) 
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In order to analyze the behaviour of nondimensional linear velocity 
increases with the increase in n whereas reduced Nusselt number decreases with the increase in n and increases with increase in Pr ( Table  2) . For the convenience in calculation in Matlab following symbles are used for respective symbols used in modelling equations and boundary conditions: 
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V. CONCLUSION
In the present paper the numerical study of the effect of Darcy and Forchheimer parameters on Magnetohydrodynamic Casson fluid flow is explored. By suitable similarity transformations, the governing boundary layer equations are transformed to ordinary differential equations and to solve these equations the method applied is numerical computation with bvp4c, a MATLAB program. The effects of Casson fluid parameter,Magnetic Parameter, Darcy Parameter, and Forcheimer parameter on velocity, heat transfer, and concentration profiles, Skin-Frictions, Nusselt Number and Sherwood Number are computed and discussed numerically and presented through tables and graphs.
From the above work following results are concluded.
Non-dimensional Velocity decreases with the increase in the value of similarity variable.
Non-dimensional temperature increases in the range about [0, 1] and then begins to decrease with the increase in the value of similarity transformation in about [1, 10] .
Non-dimensional concentration increases in the range about [0, 1] and then begins to decrease with the increase in the value of similarity transformation in about [1, 10] .
Velocity profiles decrease with the increase in Magnetic parameters. And hence Velocity, boundary layer thicknesses decreases.
Temperature profiles increase with the increase in Magnetic parameters. And hence temperature boundary layer thicknesses increases.
Velocity, temperature and concentration profiles decrease with the increase in Casson fluid parameter. And hence Velocity, temperature, and concentration boundary layer thicknesses decreases.
Velocity profiles increase with the increase in Darcy parameters. And hence Velocity, boundary layer thicknesses increases.
Temperature profiles decrease with the increase in Darcy parameters. And hence temperature boundary layer thicknesses decreases.
Velocity profiles decrease with the increase in Forchheimer parameters. And hence Velocity, boundary layer thicknesses decreases.
Temperature profiles increase with the increase in Forchheimer parameters. And hence temperature boundary layer thicknesses increases. 
